XII Tribes Entertainment MIP TV market line up
Stand 10.16
Michel Zgarka, Executive Chairman of XII Tribes Entertainment announces the very
solid portfolio of properties which will be sold to the international market in all platforms
during MIP TV
•

ANGEL OF BROTHELS (Theatrical Docu-Drama) Feature Length
Millions of innocent humans are sold for sex slavery, each victim, on average, is
raped over 27 times, most of them are sold afterwards for organ trafficking.
These are facts of modern day slavery. ANGEL OF BROTHELS is a feature
length docu-drama with nail biting reality as one man risks his life while rescuing
victims of sex slavery, combined with heart wrenching drama. Stories of victims
based on true events.

•

SIGNS (12 x 46”) brings a unique new vision in the tradition of U.S Dramas,
introducing a ferocious battle for world markets and power between two
competing companies in a world which is in economical crisis at the edge of
globalization. SIGNS is not just another corporate drama thriller, SIGNS will drive
and lead viewers to see a fresh look at the business world where greed, power,
money and Astrology are not the only factors at play.

•

HUNTER FORCE (Reality Show) TV Series (26 x 26”)
This action packed, never seen before style of game/competition places civilians
up against special ops teams. Everyone has always dreamt of taking on a
SWAT team, or getting away with a million dollar heist. Here is the chance for
adrenaline junkies to live out their dreams, test their physical and mental abilities
and most importantly, try and stay strong as a team.

•

BACK-ALLEY BROKERS (Reality Show) TV Series (26 x 26”)
Two rogue mortgage brokers (an ex-MMA fighter and manager) intervene in
foreclosures on behalf of desperate clients and attempt to strong-arm lenders
into a deal. Along the way they use every dirty trick they know, sifting through
lies from lenders and clients -- discovering such strange debts as a city lien for
the illegal slaughter of a cow on a highway -- but always getting at the truth
behind the evictions. Despite such weird circumstances as a man living with a
horse, an Austrian Baron with a vendetta against a restaurant mogul, and a
Vietnam vet who wrestles with bouts of selective amnesia, the Back-alley
Brokers manage to keep families together and in their homes. Not all, but most.

•

THE BIGGEST BREAKTHROUGH (Heath & Fitness factual Show) – TV Series
(8 x 46” or 20 x 26” & 85 x 5”)
“The Biggest Loser” meets Eat, Pray Love with a global Travel, Yoga, Healing,
Lifestyle Twist. Dashama, commonly recognized as “The Tony Robbins of Yoga”
is a yoga/fitness trainer, author, holistic lifestyle guru and healer, lives for 30 days
in an exotic location in Bali, Indonesia with a group of strangers from around the
world who commit to follow her yoga/fitness training and detox/ healthy lifestyle
program. Every week the participants must face pre-determined challenges to
breakthrough their biggest fears and their limiting belief system.

XII Tribes Entertainment will also be selling at MIP TV numerous properties from the
international market place such as a 95 hours period drama from China and a
documentary Series from Russia.

